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burned human skeletal remains by
neutron and optical vibrational spectroscopy

M. P. M. Marques,*ab D. Gonçalves,cde A. I. C. Amarante,ab C. I. Makhoul,ad S. F. Parkerf

and L. A. E. Batista de Carvalhoa
Vibrational spectroscopic techniques are applied to the osteometric

study of burned human skeletal remains. This is an innovative way of

tackling heat-induced changes in human bone tissue, aimed at relating

burned to pre-burned parameters which will have a significant impact

in forensic, bioanthropological and archaeological contexts.
Introduction

Frequently, the skeleton constitutes the only preserved human
remains found in archaeological and forensic settings, and it is
not unusual to nd that the body has, deliberately or not, been
subjected to heat (e.g. through cremation, aircra accidents,
bush res or explosions).1 The examination of unburned skel-
etal remains is routinely carried out by either bioarchaeologists
or forensic scientists to retrieve information such as the bio-
logical prole or the positive identication of the deceased, as
well as the circumstances of death. Unfortunately, the analysis
of bones affected by high temperatures encounters serious
problems, as heat induces signicant changes in the skeleton,2,3

which interfere with the reliability of the available methods.2

Indeed, the metric techniques commonly used for human
identication from burned remains are conceived for unmodi-
ed dimensions, while burning at high temperatures leads to
considerable variations in the size of bones which can, appar-
ently randomly, either decrease or increase.4,5 This severely
interferes with the precision of the estimation, which is based
on references from unburned skeletons with ante mortem
records. Consequently, the analysis of burned human bones
carries a signicant degree of uncertainty and does not lead to
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reliable inferences. The goal of this pilot spectroscopic study is
to assess whether this randomness is real or, on the contrary, if
heat-induced dimensional changes are predictable and quan-
tiable. In this case, a relationship between the dimensions of
burned and unburned bones may be established, allowing to
reliably prole human skeletal remains even aer being sub-
jected to burning events. The ability to accurately estimate heat-
prompted changes in bone will have an immediate and
invaluable impact on forensic investigations6 and archaeolog-
ical research.7

Although previous studies have attempted to tackle this
problem,5,8 this is the rst time that an experimental approach
based on the intrinsic properties of bone (e.g.microcrystallinity
features) has been undertaken, and it is, to the best of the
authors' knowledge, the rst reported inelastic neutron scat-
tering (INS) work on human burned bones. Bone is a heteroge-
neous material comprising a protein component (largely type I
collagen) woven into an inorganic matrix of hydroxyapatite of
approximate formula Ca10(PO4)6(OH)x partly substituted by
carbonate (ca. 7 wt%) at both hydroxyl (A-type) and phosphate
(B-type) sites,9,10 which accounts for 70–80 wt%. The degree of
hydroxylation of mature bone apatite, however, is still contro-
versial, some authors claiming that it may be very low or even
inexistent,11–14 contrary to the general belief in the biomaterials
and medical community. Nevertheless, inelastic neutron scat-
tering experiments such as the present one provide spectro-
scopic proof of the occurrence of hydroxyl groups in the bone's
inorganic component9,15 (particularly upon heating) and are
expected to contribute to the elucidation of this matter.

Upon diagenesis (a set of post-mortem processes leading to
physical and chemical alterations) bone undergoes several
modications in molecular structure. The main premise of this
work is that the corresponding measured macroscopic dimen-
sional changes (obtained concomitantly with the spectroscopic
work) are primarily due to variations in the crystal structure of
bioapatite. Heating, in particular, is known to lead to an
increased crystallite size and decreased lattice strain (i.e. higher
organisation) within the bone's inorganic matrix, rendering the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 1 FTIR (A) and INS (B) spectra of human femur: intact; unburned
defatted/deproteinated; burned at 900 �C. The INS spectrum of
reference calcium hydroxyapatite (HAp, SMR2910b) is also shown, for
comparison (INS spectra were recorded with 2024 cm�1 (HAp) and
5240 cm�1 incident energy).
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apatite structure more accommodating to substitutions.14

These changes are reected in the crystallinity index (CI) and
carbonate/phosphate (CO3/P) ratio of the analysed
samples,2,16–18 which can thus be used to determine the condi-
tions of the burning process (such as maximum temperature
and duration). The fact that these modications in the
elemental structure of bone's apatite are clearly reected in its
vibrational spectra fully justies the use of these techniques
(Raman,19,20 Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)17,21–23 and
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopies9,15,24) to
monitor heat-induced bone diagenesis. A correlation is sought
between the pre-burning bone dimensions and the experi-
mental set of data obtained for the burned sample: heat-
induced macroscopic dimensional changes, crystal micro-
structure, and CI and CO3/P values (as well as other relevant
relationships obtained from the spectroscopic data).

Experimental

In the present study, samples were collected from bones of three
experimentally burned human skeletons, that are part of the
21st century collection of identied human skeletons of the
Laboratory of Forensic Anthropology of the University of
Coimbra (Portugal).25 This is a unique collection of experi-
mentally burned human skeletons, that allowed us unmatched
access to samples for the reported work. The analysis was
focussed on two distinct bones that are osteometrically very
informative (e.g. regarding individual biological proles): femur
and humerus. The burning process was carried out (in an
electric muffle furnace) under controlled laboratory conditions
regarding the intensity and duration: 500, 700 and 900 �C (a
range where considerable heat-induced osseous changes are
likely to occur), at a heating rate of ca. 6–10 �C min�1, for
a period of 120 minutes. For comparison purposes, data (both
spectroscopic and metric) was also acquired for bones from the
same sources prior to burning, as well as for unburned bones
subject to defatting, deproteination and dehydration by re-
ported methods.9 INS (MAPS spectrometer of the ISIS Pulsed
Neutron Source, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK)
and Raman data (Horiba Jobin-Yvon T64000 spectrometer
coupled to a 514.5 nm Ar+ laser line, “Molecular Physical-
Chemistry”, University of Coimbra (QFM-UC), Portugal) were
measured for grinded bone samples (mesh size of 400 mm),
while KBr pellets were used for FTIR data collection (Bruker
Optics Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer, QFM-UC). In addition,
a reference spectrum of hydroxyapatite was measured: highly
crystalline SRM 2910b calcium hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6
(OH)2, Ca/P ¼ 1.67) from NIST, Gaithersburg/MA (USA).26 The
neutron data was reduced into energy transfer spectra using the
MANTID program (version 3.4.0 (ref. 27)).

Results and discussion

The combined application of the optical and neutron spectro-
scopic techniques allowed access to the whole vibrational
prole of the burned human bone samples, which were fully
assigned (Fig. 1): (i) the bands ascribed to the phosphate
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
tetrahedra (PO4
3�) and the planar carbonate ion (CO3

2�), clearly
detected by Raman and FTIR and allowing the determination of
several spectroscopic parameters indicative of chemical
composition (e.g. CI and CO3/P values);17,21 (ii) the signals due to
the bone's organic constituents (e.g. collagen amide bands and
CH2 deformations from lipids and proteins); (iii) the main
signals from bioapatite, some of which can only be accessed by
neutron spectroscopy – at 647, 1302, 1941, 2560, 3590 and 4246
cm�1, respectively ascribed to the OH librational mode, its rst,
second and third overtones, the OH stretching vibration and the
(OHlib + n(OH)) combination band (Fig. 2). OHlib and n(OH), in
particular, are associated with the short-range order and
hydrogen-bonding prole within the bioapatite crystalline
framework (HAp).
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 68638–68641 | 68639



Fig. 2 INS spectra (with 5240 cm�1 incident energy) of HAp
(SMR2910b) and human femur burned at 500, 700 and 900 �C.

Fig. 3 Variation of the OH librational frequency with temperature, for
human femur subject to burning.
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For the samples subjected to the highest temperature tested
(900 �C) very good quality spectra were obtained, as they were
free from the features due to the bone's organic matrix (lipids,
protein and water). This enabled a clear detection of the signals
from bioapatite, particularly those ascribed to the OH libration
and stretching. These HAp typical vibrational modes, readily
discernable in the INS spectra, were conrmed as suitable
spectroscopic biomarkers of heat-induced changes in bone.
Actually, heating leads to variations in the elemental composi-
tion of bone, such as carbonate loss (decreasing CO3/P), that
trigger a signicant rearrangement of the apatite's H-bond
network leading to marked changes in crystalline structure
(increasing CI).28 Additionally, the concomitant observation (by
INS) of the n(OH) fundamental mode and (OHlib + n(OH))
combination feature allowed their irrefutable assignment to
hydroxyl groups within the bone's inorganic framework (HAp).
Furthermore, the INS technique enabled us to accurately
monitor the presence of protein, through the detection of its
characteristic methyl torsion (s(CH3)) as an intense band
around 250 cm�1 (not observable by optical vibrational
spectroscopy).

For the unburned bones, the spectra were dominated, as
expected, by lipids and protein giving rise to signals at ca. 1340,
1460 and 2974 cm�1 (d(CH2) and n(CH2) modes). These were
greatly reduced by the defatting/deproteination process (the
protein amide bands disappearing completely), unveiling the
main signals from the inorganic bone framework, namely the
phosphate and carbonate features (Fig. 1(A)) as well as the OH
librational band (Fig. 1(B)), apart from the typical d(HOH) and
n(OH) water signals at 1650 and 3385 cm�1, respectively.

Upon increasing temperatures, the organic constituents of
bone (which provide thermal shielding against the heating
effects) were progressively damaged and an increase in crystal-
linity was detected, in accordance with previously reported
results.9,17 This was clearly revealed by the band narrowing
observed from 500 to 700 and 900 �C for: (i) the FTIR n3(PO4

3�)
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signal centered at 1035 cm�1 (Fig. 1(A)), whose width is related
to the amount of carbonate substitution within the apatite
lattice; (ii) the INS hydroxyapatite OH librational band at 647
cm�1 (Fig. 1(B)). Also, at the highest temperature tested (900 �C)
crystallinity appears to be maximal, the organic components of
bone having been completely destroyed by the burning process
(at T > 700 �C) and the observed spectral prole being identical
to that of the highly crystalline hydroxyapatite reference
(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, Fig. 2).

On the contrary, the samples subjected to burning at 500 and
700 �C were found to retain part of the protein and lipid
constituents (e.g. amides I, II and III features at ca. 1665, 1550
and 1242 cm�1), the biggest difference arising between 500 and
700 �C, the former still yielding intense bands from the organic
components of bone and the latter hardly reecting their
presence (Fig. 1).

A temperature-dependent shi of the bands due to the HAp
OH libration and stretching modes was detected – to high
wavenumbers for the former (Fig. 3) and to low frequencies for
the latter – which is suggestive of variations in the H-bond
pattern within the bone's bioapatite network concurrent with
a crystallinity change,17,18 that is expected to occur upon expo-
sure to increasing temperatures. Interestingly enough, however,
this effect was found not to be identical for both types of bone
presently probed (femur and humerus), being larger for femur.
This seems to imply that the burning process may not fully
overcome the structural differences intrinsic to the bone source
(intra-bone variation, i.e. different types or regions of bone),
which needs further elucidation.
Conclusions

This is a pioneer and timely study, reporting an innovative
analysis of samples of human bones, both unburned and
burned under controlled conditions, through vibrational spec-
troscopy – both optic (infrared and Raman) and inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) – with the aim of understanding and
quantifying incremental heat changes in the bone's composi-
tion and crystal structure. The spectroscopic results currently
reported led to a complete assignment and a thorough
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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interpretation of the vibrational prole of human bone, for
distinct conditions – unburned (intact), unburned subject to
defatting and deproteination, and burned (for distinct
temperatures and duration) – as well as for different types of
bone (humerus and femur). The good quality INS data obtained
for these systems, in particular, allowed us to validate the
information retrieved from the Raman and FTIR spectra (e.g. CI
and CO3/P values), through the observation of vibrational
modes only detectable by neutron techniques, shedding light
on unsettled issues such as bioapatite hydroxylation and H-
bonding pattern within the bone's microcrystalline framework.

The knowledge presently gathered, coupled to the macro-
scopic information obtained from bone measurements (before
and aer burning), is expected to lead to a denitive quantita-
tive correlation between the bone's crystalline structure and
heat-induced dimensional changes. Once such a relationship is
achieved, FTIR should be established as a reliable and
straightforward routine technique in osteometric analysis of
burned human skeletal remains, linking specic biomarkers of
bone heat-induced diagenesis to pre-burned dimensions. Up to
this date, in fact, FTIR has only been used to distinguish non-
burned bone from low intensity and high-intensity burnings.
The current study clearly paves the way for attaining a much
more detailed and quantitative discrimination between human
bone samples subjected to different burning conditions,
according to the exact maximum temperatures and times of
exposure to heat. This will have an immediate impact on bio-
anthropological, archaeological and forensic sciences (e.g.
victim's identication in aircra accidents or acts of terrorism),
enabling to extract accurate and reliable information from
human skeletal remains, unavailable up to this date.
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